eWalkPLUS®
eWalkPLUS is a flexible, mobile system that adds full staff evaluations, mobile surveys, and polls to
eWalk®
eWalk PLUS expands the eWalk walkthrough process with formal performance appraisals, selfassessments, learning plans, portfolios, improvement plans, and supports data collection from a wider
audience.

eWalkPLUS is a unified system
for classroom walkthroughs,
staff evaluations, and survey
needs. Designed to gather,
manage, and evaluate staff
performance data, it powers
solutions for classroom
observations and provides
rich resources to promote
classroom effectiveness.

eWalkPLUS - Features with Unlimited Possibilities
Evaluations: Integrate teacher and principal evaluation systems with complete flexibility.
Professional Development: Connect to appropriate professional development resources for Educational
Impact and other leading vendors with hundreds of videos, online courses and PLC opportunities.
Support state-mandated frameworks: Provides forms optimized for iPad/iPhone, Android, Windows, and
BlackBerry 10 offline use.
iCoach App: Encourages peering mentoring and coaching through teacher-created videos. Use iCoach to
capture classroom video with a smartphone or iPad. Invite feedback through the secure, cloud-based
system where every comment is linked directly to the video timeline. Track and aggregate all feedback
received or attach an eWalk template for feedback, including rubrics, teacher frameworks, etc.
Surveys and Polls: Survey staff, parents, and students for inputs and ideas. Instantly publish eWalk
templates as a web-based survey optimized for mobile and
desktop browsers. Includes QR codes and short URLs for easy
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eWalkPLUS®

product specifications

Product specifications
eWalkPLUS supports the following mobile applications:
iPad
iOS 4.3+

iPhone
iOS 4.3+

Android
Version 2.1+

This product runs on any computer with an Internet connection and support for one of the following
browsers:
Microsoft Internet Explorer
Versions 7, 8, 9, and 10

Mozilla Firefox
Most recent stable version

Google Chrome
Most recent stable version

What is the difference between eWalk and eWalkPLUS?
Features

eWalk

eWalkPLUS

Timeline Note Feature
Advanced Rubric Element
Advanced Offline Client for iPad
Advanced Dashboard
Electronic Signature
Dialogue Feature
iCoach
Publish Online Surveys
Conduct Formal Teacher Evaluations
Teacher/Staff Logins

Pricing
License (1): $.00/ license
Licenses (2 - 9): $.00/ license
Licenses (10+): $.00/ license
Training (1-day, onsite training)*: $ *Includes 1 license
Training (3-hr webinar): $.00/ person
Support (online and phone): $ for 3 months
Custom programming and reporting: $.00/ 3-hr increments

